
NOTE ON THE ANNULUS CONJECTURE1

W. A. LABACH

We give here a partial solution of the annulus conjecture which

includes all known partial solutions except those assuming a condi-

tion equivalent to the annulus conjecture.

Lipschitz (or C1'2) manifolds and maps are defined in [4]. By a

Lipschitz submanifold of a Euclidean space we mean a Cr submanifold

in the sense of [3] with r = \. A 1-1 Lipschitz mapping of one metric

space onto another is said to be regular if and only if its inverse is

Lipschitz.

Theorem. An n-dimensional annular region in Rn is an annulus if

each of its bounding spheres contains a non-empty open subset which is a

Lipschitz submanifold of Rn.

Proof. Let 5 be a bounding sphere of our annular region. We

identify SX( — 1, 1) with the standard open ra-annulus 5n-1X( — 1, 1)

by a homeomorphism (x, t)—>(f(x), t) where xES, tE( — l, 1), and

/: 5—>5n_1 is a homeomorphism. It follows from our hypothesis that

there is a regular Lipschitz homeomorphism g: UX(— 1, 1)—>Pn

such that g(x, 0)=x for all xEU. Let VEU be a nonempty open

subset of S such that VE U. Then, by Brown [l], there is a mapping

h: SXi-1, l)->Pn such that ft(x, 0)=x for all xES and Mx', t)

= g(x', t) for all x'EV, tEi~l, 1). By Rademacher's theorem [5,

p. 272] and the chain rule, the mapping h\ FX(— 1, 1) is differenti-

able with nonvanishing Jacobian almost everywhere. By Kirby [2],

our annular region is an annulus.
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